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of the case, and the impossibility of the working class supporting
a programme which could also have been supported by industrial
and financial interests. The second the bourgeois parties put out
of court themselves. They refused obstinately to coalesce on
general grounds and on a fundamental disability to agree on "sac-
rifice." The nation left uninformed,, made to believe that it was
being victimized by a skilful propaganda, was incapable of creating
that pressure of public opinion that would have forced a bourgeois
coalition, and its ever swifter drift to National Socialism made
any such coalition impossible merely on arithmetical grounds.
There was, therefore, no other course but government by decree.
It may be argued that it was entirely wrong for a democrat
as Bruening professed himself to be, to compromise with sin and
be the instrument of a decree system. There is force in the argu-
ment, but it ignores the fact that government by decree was
unavoidable and the counter-argument that the decree system
had better be in the hands of a democrat than in the hands of
the President and his council, of Hugenberg or of National
Socialism. From the democratic point of view it was essential
to keep Fascism at bay, but there were many democrats who,
ignorant of what is the essential basis of the later Fascism, the
alliance with big business, and ignorant of the fact that Hitler
had already concluded that alliance, saw in National Socialism
an ultra-democratic movement which might be brought into a
bourgeois coalition; after all it was in essence a lower middle
class movement and the Goerings, the Roehms, and the Storm
Troops might well be passing phenomena. In any case, it was
the bourgeois coalitions that had let the movement grow, having
failed to indict Hitler of high treason and to dissolve his private
army as could have been done with ease; having tamely permitted
an alien to create a private army on German soil, they had to put
up with it. Accustomed to endless combination the bourgeois
politicians never despaired—some of them do not despair yet—
of bringing Hitler in with them. Accustomed to eternal com-
promise they could not conceive the possibility of finding a
political leader who either could not or would not compromise.
They never believed Hitlerism to be a menace, But at the same

